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lñ 1910 Mr. Jess Short opened the Sitting Bull Mine, which according to Mineral 
ltesources of the United States, 


was one of the remarkable discoveries of the year" 


the drifts ran to the North and Mr. Short leased 10 acres of the 19 acre tract to 
the north and drilled the land. Cuttings were satisfactory and a shaft was sunk on 
the lands and the mine was named the Pocahontus. Quality and quantity of ore far 
exceeded the potential indicated by the cuttings from the drill holes. 


Page 489 of Mineral Resources of the United States declares: 


"Large as the production of the Sitting Bull was in 1912, it 
was very little in quantity and was of less value than the out-
put of the Pocahontus Mine on the Murphy land. The ore taken from 
the 196 level of the Pocahontus averaged 9% in concentrates... 


Production was stepped up in 1913 and Mineral Resources, referring to the output 
of the District reported (page 138): 


". .and more than half of the sphalerite concentrates were produced 
from the POCAHONTUS and the Powhattan mines. The POCAHONTUS 
mine on the Murphy land was one of the largest producers of Sphalerite 
in the Central States in 1913 ... The average recovery of concentrates 
from dirt ran over 107o, being practically all sphalerite with a small 
quantity of Galena". 


Mining Engineer, Otto Ruhl, in a report dated April 1, 1935 said: 


"It is also to be noted that the actual milling upon the Pocahontus 
Tract showed recoveries of eight to fifteen percent... li 


Production was stopped in 1914 because of a fire which Mineral Resources, Page 
9:1, records as follows: 


"and the fire in the drifts of the Pocahontus forced the owners to 
flood the workings.." 


The situation was described as follows by Mr. Short in the Prospectus of the Red 
Cloud Lead and Zinc Company (1938) 


"However operators of the Pocahontus and Sitting Bull properties 
were forced to close down their properties because. of a disastrous 
fire underground in the Pocahontus, and to put this out the ground 
was allowed to fill up with water. At the same time the Picher Camp 
boom came and the trend was toward that camp. With the general 
move to the Picher field this area was abandoned for a number of years". 


In the fall of 1915 the mine was re-opened under the name of Olive Cherokee. 
Mineral Resources had this to say: 


"About one-half of the total yield of Spaherite was the product 
of the Pocatella mine ... and the OLIVE CHEROKEE mine on the 
Murphy Lands". 


This relatively large volume of ore came from sinking a new shaft in the S. VT. 
Corner of the lands, clean up operations in old drifts and from cutting new drifts 
UNDER the pillars for the purpose of dropping them for reclamation, and the fact 
that ore came from a lower level supports Mr. Short's statements that there is 
several feet of ore in the flo'.s of the drifts and probably more at lower levels. 
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The new lower level drifts for the purpose of "dropping" the pillars are shown by 
.4otted lines on Map A 71 J. The new drifts were cut from both shafts A on the 
South Side and B on the North Side and were within 76 feet of joining when very low 
ore prices caused Mr, Short to abandon operations. 


In 1926 Mr. Short again leased the land and carried on an extensive drilling pro -. 
gram. Drill records on some of the holes are missing but the laid owner has pos -
session of 11 logs. Five of these show good ore was located but with the prices 
down to $36.00 per ton, no mining was conducted. 


In 1938 Mr. Jess Short and Mr. J. C. Matt organized the Red Cloud Lead and Zinc 
Company and released the land. A drilling program was launched, but the records 
are lost. Mr. T.. Leggitt states that "he drilled several holes North and West of 
the old House and that 2 of the holes showed very rich lead. Mr. Matt confirmed 
this. The owner has records on 4 shale holes but the locations are not established. 
He also has records on two other holes, both showing ore but the locations are un-
certain. 


The working plans of this company were to 
A. Cut out pillars and floors of drifts. 
B. Extend drifts in SW Corner to capture ore shown by Holes No. 1, No. 5, and No670 
C. Extend drifts eastward thri holes No. 6, No. 23 and one other not shown on map. 
D. To sink a shaft over drill hole on dividing line between E . z W halves of land. 
E. To sink a shaft in the SE Corner of the West half of the land. 
F. To sink a shaft in the NE Corner of the East half of the 19a acre tract. 


Holes 1, 5, 7, 6, and 23 are shown on Map No. J71 A. 
The original Pocahontus Lease covers only the west half of the 19 acre tract and 
only about half of that part was mined. The 1938 lease covered all of the 19 acres 
and Mr. Short stated that there was several times more ore blocked out in the tract 
than had been removed. He had confidence that the east half would equal or exceed 
the west half in production, his thoughts being supported by 5 drill holes on the line 
between the two parts, one of which showed a 17 foot face of ore bearing dirt. The 
average ore face mined in the old diggings ws according to the Bureau of ]ines, 
14 feet. Add to this the ore shown to be in the floors of the old drifts and there is 
indication that the average actual ore face was and would continue to be around 17 
feet. See Map J 241. 
Mr. Short had drilled a hole on the east edge of the 19 acre tract just over the line 
on the Busy Bee and it was a rich hole. He felt it to be a continuation of ore from 
the 19 acre tract. The log on this hole is shown later. 


A well dug just North of the old House on the North half of the east part of the tract 
showed lead at 36 feet. 


Holes No. 17 and 18, for which records are available, shown later are believed to 
have been drilled on the east half of the land but their exact location was not indi-
cated on the logs. We know only that they were drilled about 1938 on the land. Both 
show ore. 
Mr. T. H. Leggitt stated that his drilling in 1938 brought in 2 good lead holes some 
where North and West of the place wherethe old house stood on the east half of the 
tract. 
The three shafts had been cleaned out, the water pumped and some of the drifts 
cleaned out and actual production of ore was about to take place when Mr. Short 
suffered a heart attack and died. Operations were abandoned, and the land has not 
been mined since. A government expeditor recommended seizure and operation by 
the Government during World War 2, the end of the war interrupting the recommen. da.tion.
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Here-is a summary of the known and estimated resources left in the mine: 
PILLARS-Map 241 J shows in Mr.Short's hand, the dollar estimate of the ire left 
in the pillars based on $46.00 per ton. As previously stated drifts had almost been 
completed to'Urop' the pillars. S'nanklin or the Mining Engineers of Ruhl and Shank-
1n made the following report in part: 


"Complying with your request we herewith supply you with the tonnage of 
ore remaining in the pillars left in the Pocahontus Mine. There is 
approximately 25, 000 tons of Ore in the pillars and legs, and, figuring a 
CONSERVATIVE recovery of ONLY 10 0/6 for this ore there is 2500 tons 
of concentrate, which at the present price for 607a zinc would be $125, 000 
($50.00 per ton price)." 
Considering the extension of the ore body in the S. VT. corner of the 
property as proven by drill,and which we have outlined, there is 
5 1 000 tons of ore to be mined (in that corner).. 


We have figured this tonnage remaining in pillars and legs from our 
personal knowledge of the height of drifts, gathered while surveying 
the mine while jt was in operation. 
We have outlined the pillars and legs that can be mined." 


By cutting under the pillars, Mr. Short had estimated that he could mine out many 
more of the pillars and legs than they had figured on. 


An Expeditor for the War Production Board, in recommending seizure of the mine 
and operation of it by the government said in part in his recommendation: 


"The Pocahontus .. a 19 acre tract which may reasonably be expected to 
yield some 25, 000, 000 lbs. of zinc and lead metals or more, from ore 
previously drifted under and nearly ready for extraction at the close 
of the last war, when workings were allowed to flood..." 


Mr. Carpenter, ground boss at the Pocahontus stated that the pillars had been left 
larger than "normally required" and were rich in ore. 


FLOORS OF DRIFTS-LOWER LEVELS.. The 3 to 9 feet of ore in the floors of the 
drifts is shown on map J241 and was verified by Messrs. Carpenter, Mc Corkel, 
Matts and others who were familiar with the operation. Further evidence that 
there was greater depth to the ore faces than was mined is contained in a letter 
written by Mr. R. G. Knickerbocker, Chief, Minerals Technical Division, Region 
Vi which reports on an intensive study the bureau made on the property and the 
surrounding lands. He said in part; 


"The ore body that was mined in the main workings was 14 feet thick 
on the average and was in the M Bed horizon. The floor level was 176 
feet below the surface, but along the south line the neighboring Sitting 
Bull mine drove a wide drift across the line in "sheet ground" or Grand 
Falls chert, 8 feet below the floor level of the Pocahontus mill shaft. 
The Powhattan mine on the north also mined the M - Bed horizon and 
drifted in sheet ground or Grand Falls Ghert. There are numerous 
Winzes in the floor of the M-bed Horizon that show mineralization in 
the "sheet ground", 


It had been Mr. Short's contention that there was another layer or more of ore at 
lower levels and his contention is born out by the ore production of the Olive Cher-
okee from cutting the drifts under the pillars. 
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It has now been definitely established that there may be serveral layors of ore 
in the district. Mr. Otto Ruhl in Chapter XIX of his book, "The Rationale of 
Investment in Zinc Mining' states: 


The work so far done establishes the presumption that there exists 
large untouched ore reserves below the level hitherto supposed to 
be the limit of ore deposition." 


And Mr. C. E. Siebenthal, writing in United States Mineral Resources said: 


"The recognition of this lower ore run has at length been noted by 
members of the United States Geological Survey... The blanket de-
posits or "Sheet Ground" are found in the Grand Ghert, member of 
the Boone formation, at depths varying from 125 feet to 300 feet, de-
pending upon the topography and geologic structure. Below this 
horizon there are, in the rock of the Kinderhook age, deposits of 
disseminated ore..... Ore is reported in sheet formation in blue 
flint (Grand Falls chert member of the Boone Formation) between 
180 and 200 feet in depth and between 222 and 290 feet in shally 
limestone. 


It is interesting to contrast the potential here with the Oronogo Circle where ore 
has been: found at many levels after other levels had been mined out and the prop-
erty abandoned. This potential exists for this area. 


DRILL HOLES - Map J71 A shows unmined ore was found by drill holes 1, 5, 6, 7 
and 23 all of which were drilled many years ago, about 1913 or 1914 except No. 23 
which was drilled about 1927. No logs are available on these holes, but they were 
located and marked on the map with ore levels indicated. They are also on the 
Bureau of Mines maps. 


It is an interesting characteristic of the ores in this area that the full richness of 
ore bodies has never been shown by cuttings from holes. In commenting on this 
Mr. Otto Ruhl, Mining Engineer, said on April 1, 1935: 


"Especial attention is called to the condition of the drilling. The 
water was up to the 70 foot level during all the drilling operations 
and hence with the open character of the ground the full richness 
of the cuttings could not be expected to be obtained. It is also to 
be noted that the actual milling upon the Pocahontus tract showed re-
coveries of 8 to 15 %..." 


The owner has possession of 6 drill hole records the locations of which are posi-
tive and some others whose locations are un4ertain. Three holes drilled approx-
imately 125 feet, 140 feet and 170 feet South of the North line and approximately 
on the dividing line between the east and west halves of the tract, log as follows: 


Driller F. E. Page - 5-8-26 
0 to 2 Soil 
2 to 21 Yellow clay and soap 


21 to 28 Lime 
28 to 40 Blue Mu.d Boulders 
40 to 80 Blue Mud-flint 
80 to 110 Blue and Yellow Flint 


110 to 165 Blue and White Flint 
165 to 180 Blue flint, mundic, zinc 
180 to 185 Blue flint, n-iundic, zinc
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Driller F, VT. Page 5.17.26 


0 to 2 Soil. 
2 to 8 Yellow mud - boulders 
8 to 24 Shale 


24 to 30 Lime 
30 to 40 Shale 
40 to 100 Blue and Grey Flint 


100 to 170 Yellow Flint 
170 to 180 Gray Flint, Zinc 


Driller A. S. Baldry 6-7-26 


0 to 1 Tailing 
1 to 3 Soil 
3 to 16 Yellow Mud 


16 to 80 Flint yellow 
lo to 180 Lime and Flint 


180 to 184 Flint 
Lost hole 


Three other holes drilled for Red Cloud Lead & Zinc Company and marked on 
the map (A 71 J) show as follows: 


Driller-A. S Baldry 


0 -4 Soil 
4 -20 Yellow Clay and Soap 


20 -28 Yellow Clay - Lime 
28 -42 Blue Mud Boulders 
42 -88 Blue Mud Flint 
88 110 Blue and Yellow Flint 


110 -165 Blue and White Flint 
165 - 178 Blue Flint - Zinc 
178 - 195 Zinc - 17 % 


0 -	 6 Soil 
6 - 21 Yellow Clay and Mud 


21 - 30 Lime 
30 - 40 Blue Mud - Boulders 
40 - 86 Blue Mud Flint 
86 -110 Yellow and Blue Flint 


110 -152 Blue and White Flint 
152 -188 Zinc - 11% 


0-4 Soil 
4 - 36 Yellow Mud and White Flint Boulders 


36 - 42 Gray Flint 
42 - 65 Blue Mud-Flint 
65 - 85 Red Mud opening 
85 


110
-110 
- 125 Grey Silly	 liit 


Grey 11int, tifi 
125 -155 Blue and White Flint 
155 -162 Blue Flint-mud 
162 -178 zinc	 8% 
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The owner has possession of a drill record of a hole drilled by Mr. Short on the 
• Busy Bee which he stated to be located just off the East line of the Pocahontus. 
It records as follows:


0 to 30 Clay	 Boulders 
•	 30 to 35 Lime and Flint 


35 to 80 Lime and Flint 
80 to 90 Blue and white Flint 
90 to 95 Blue and White Flint, selvage 
95 to 100 11	 if 


100 to 105 "	 If	 " 


105 to 110 Shelly Broken Ground, 10' opening 
110 to 115 Good Jack and lead 
115 to 120 "	 It	 If 


120 to 125 "	 if 


125 to 135 Good Jack 
135 to 140 
140 to 145 
145 to 150 Zinc Shines 


Quit Hole in Zinc Shines, Blue Flint Ground. 


The owner also had two other drill records which were drilled on the Pocahontus, 
but we are unable to spot their location. They read as follows: 


Driller - Stark 


0	 - 30 Yellow Clay 
30 80 Soap 
80	 - 90 Mundic Rib 
90	 - 111 Soap 


111	 - 140 Blue and White Flint 
140	 - 150 Blue and White Flint - Shale 
150	 - 170 Blue and White Flint 
170	 - 185 Blue & White Flint	 Lean.	 and Zinc' 


• Shines 


Driller Higginbottom 


0	 - 30 Clay 
30	 - 80 Yellow Clay 
80	 - 90 Mundic rib 
90	 - 111 Soap Stone 


111.	 - 140 Blue and White Flint 
140	 - 150 Shale - Blue and White Flint 
150	 - 170 Blue and White Flint	 Lead Shines


Owner also has records on 4 Shale holes, all 30 feet, but exactly where they were 
put down is not indicated on them. 


MAPS AND RECORDS AVAILABLE-Attached to this material is a scale drawing of 
the west one half of the 19 acre tract.. It also includes some of the workings of the 
Sitting Bull, Hopi and Powhattan mines. 


It is quite complete except for the three holes which we have logged on pages p 4 
and P 5. Two others logged on P 5 drilled for Mr. Short, all of vihich indicate 
good ore are shown on this map as HI-I - E and DH D. They apparently did not dis-
cover the other one in their search. Mr. Matt verified these records and holes. 
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The William M. Stewart Engineering Company, 216 West Third Street, Joplin, 
Missouri has a complete tracing of the workings of the Pocahontus. This map 
shows where the Red Cloud Lead and Zinc Company had indicated the drill holes 
logged on pages P 4 and P 5 and where they had intended to sink shafts. 


It shows the lower level cuttings where they had drifted under the pillars to take 
them out. 


It shows the locations on Holes 1, 5, 6, 7, and 23 with notations regarding the ore 
possibilities. 


This map is No. A 71 J. 


Map J 241 also in their possession shows the pillars with their estimated dollar 
valuations as inserted by Mr. Short. 


He also has available maps on the workings of the Sitting Bull, Powhattan and 
Hopi, all adjacent to the Pocahontus Mine.
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THE SW 1/4 OF THE SE 1/4 ( 39 ACRES) 


THE SW 1/4 OF THE NW 1/4 OF THE SE.: 1/4 (10 ACRES). 


THE NE 1/4 OF THE SOUTHWEST 1/4 (0 ACRES) 


THE NORTH 1/2 OF THE SE 1/4 OF THE SW 1/4 (20 ACRES) 


SECTION 13, TWP 27, RANGE 32 


JASPER COUNTY, MO. 


************************* 


The information contained herein about the above lands is assembled 
from charts, maps, drill logs, interviews, research and information 
gathered from persons believed to be reliable and properly informed. 
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MINING ACTIVITIES 


There are several abandoned shafts on the land indicating that from time to time 
some mining activity was carried on. 


• The first actual record of any potential activity is evidence by sale of the lands ex-
ecuted April 23, 1883 to the Thurman Mining Company. Thurman Mining Company 
sold the lands on July 20, 1886. There is no record of whether or not any mining 
activity of any kind was conducted. 


On July 1, 1906 the lands were leased by W. F. Gaddie, A. T. Womack and J. R. 
Womack. The lease covered the SW 1/4 of the SE 1/4 "Except a strip 300 feet wide 
along the west line and a section 400 ft. square in the North East Quarter. 


Mr. A. T. Womak visited the lands in 1947 and told the following story about the 
lease and operations. Drill hole (NR 4) on map was put down and good lead was struck 
so a shaft was sunk over it. He states that lead was hit at 90 feet and that good drifts 
were made S. & W. Because of illness of one of the partners operations were sus-
pended and the shaft caved to the 50 foot level where others mined good lead. He 
panned out some of the dump pile and it showed good lead traces. 


He stated that he backed the rig off hole NR 4, some 50 to 60 feet or more South and 
struck excellent zinc at 85 feet but it was not mined because of the low market value. 


It was his impression that holes NR 2 and NR 5 might be Bob Mc Gee Holes. 


He also stated he drilled NR 2 and hit lime bar. 


Further North and close to the fence line there are two more smaller shafts. 


Mr. George Wells is reported to have removed rich shallow lead from Shaft B 
on map. 


Mr. Robinson stated that rich lead came out of Shaft C on map at what he recalled 
as about 30 feet. 


Shaft B is about 20 feet East of a rich drill hole put down by Tom Phelps which is 
logged. 


It is also just west of the Old Annabelle Mine on the property to the east which Mr. 
Edw. Cunningham stated was a rich lead strike. He stated that they hit a 6" vein 
wider than the shaft at 17 1 . The drifts ran east and west. 


Mr. Robinson stated that the drift ran toward the west and was very rich and was 
mined off and on for many years.


SW l/4 
Just South of the 20 acre tract (N 1/2 of SE 1/4/ about 50 feet south of the line, Mr. 
Wilkins sunk a shaft in 1955 over a drill hole logging exactly like hole # 2 A and hit 
rich premium lead at between 30 and 40 feet. ; Fhe log had indicated ore at 65 feet. 
Veins veer toward the North. 


There is a substantial dump pile in the approxirnte NW corner of the 39 acre tract 
but no history or information is available about it. It is marked D on map. 


No data is available on Dump marked E. 


There are some smaller gougings on the N half of the 39 acre tract which have no 
records available. 


Mr. Robinson statecL that a shaft had been sunk "in the middle of the field" on the 
,SW. I NO 1/2  of SE 1 /'H wnic it a bonanza and that partners fell out over it and one of 


them blasted it. He stated it is in the clunp of bushes in the field. 
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DRILL HOLES 


There are many old drill holes on the land and a great deal of effort has been made 
to locate the drillers and to secure data on them, 


several people insist that Bob M6 Gee drilled "somewhere back of the church" and 
hit a bonanza mine. Mr.. Grenninger of Carterville who worked with McGee before 
his death stated that Mc Gee told him he had hit a 16 foot vein of lead and was go-
ing to try to get .a lease and mine it. 


Mc Gee's brother and nephew both stated that they worked on the drill rig and that 
he drilled 3 holes lined North and South "some where not too far north of the church" 
and that the center one hit a 16 foot vein of lead. The other two were blanks. They 
stated Mc Gee filled the holes when he was unable to secure a mining lease. Neither 
could remember how far apart the holes were "about 50 feet they thought" and 
neither was quite sure how far back of the church the rig had stood. 


Driller Minshall provided two drill logs which he said were given to him as being 
Mc Gee holes. They are identified on the map as NR 2 and NR 5. They show good 
ore. It is to be noted that 400 square feet were withheld from the WOmack lease in 
the NE corner. It may be because of NR 5 or it may be because it was in line with 
the Annabelle to the east. 


The Bureau of Mines has some drill records for this Section but we have made no 
effort to locate or verify them. 


The logs on the holes NR 2 and NR 5 above referred to are as follows: 


NR  


0 to 26 CLAY 
26 to 36 MED. HARD FLINT, LEAD 
36 to 52 LIME BOULDERS AND RED MUD 
52 to 69 STRONG LEAD 
69 to 77 HARD GREY LIME 


NR 5 


0 to 14 RED MUD & FLINT 
14 to 38 Soft BLUE AND WHITE FLINT	 MUD 
38 to 52 YELLOW & WHITE FLINT - HEAVY LEAD-


SOAP STONE 
52 to 68 SHINES - FLINT - LIME 


NR 8 was drilled by the brother of the former owner. There is no actual log but 
he stated that they hit silicate, lead and zinc at 60 to 65 feet. 


HOLE NO. 8 
o to 30 CLAY & FLINT GRAVEL 


30 to 34 SAND BOULDERS, FLINT 
34 to 40 TALLOW CLAY, FLINT-LEAD 
40 to 61 YELLOW MUD - WHITE GRAVEL 
61 to 74 FLINT - STRONG LEAD 
74 to . 80 BLUE AND WHITE FLINT - LEAD TRACES 
80 to 94 TRACES, FLINT, LIME ROCK
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The Following Logs are in Possession of the Owner of the Property: 


HOLE NO. 1 


0 to 3 Clay 
3 to 30 Medium Hard Yellow Flint 


30 to 45 Softer Flint 
45 to 63 Lime Boulders and Red Mud 
63 to 77 Hard Grey Lime 


HOLE NO. 2 


0 to 10 Clay, Flint, Some Buck Skin Clay 
10 to 30 Lime Boulders, White Soap Stone, Crevices 
30 to 55 Lime and Flint 
35 to 76 Lime 


HOLE NO. 3 


0 to 10 Clay and Flint 
10 to 30 Light Shale 
30 to 60 Light Mud and Gravel 
60 to 80 Light Mud with Flint Gravels - Lead traces 
80 to 85 Soft Flint with LEAD SHINES 
85 to 90 Soft Mud, Flint Boulders - Lead Traces 
90 to 99 Light Mud and Gravel 


HOLE NO. 4 


0 to 12 Red Mud and Flint 
12 to 68 Soft White and Blue Flint 
68 to 79 Mud - Flint	 LEAD 
79 to 104 Soft Lime Boulders Red Mud 


Soft White Flint 


HOLE NO. 5 


0 to 28 Red Clay & Flint Gravels 
28 to 40 Lead, lime, flint 
40 to 75 Lime -hard 
75 to 84 Blue and White Flint - Lead 


HOLE NO. 6 


0 to 28 Clay and Flint Gravel 
28 to 30 Sand Boulders 
30 to 50 Tallow Clay Blue Mud Flint 
50 to 80 Yellow Mud White Gravel 
80 to 88 Yellow and White Flint-strong lead traces 
88 to 90 Traces - Lime Rock


HOLE NO. 7 


0 to 27 Clay & Flint 
27 to 40 Tallow Clay & Blue Flint 
40 to 50 Flint - Some Clay 
50 to 58 Lime 


There is some indication that shallow ores may have been overlooked in these drill-
ings for when the cuttings were panned later, traces showed up in various parts of 
the cuttings which would indicate that there may be ore at various othe lev15' 
The drillers had been cautioned to pan frequently but were not starting to do so un-
til they reached the 50 foot level.
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In 1949 and 1950 Holes 1 A thru 9 A were drilled on the N 314ths. of the E 1/2 of 
the SW 1/40 


TIie operation was designed to discover zinc and little attention was given to mdi.. 
cations of lead. 


It is interesting to note that Mr.. Wilkins opened. up 2 shafts just south of this prop.. 
erty over drill holes logging out like Hole A 2. 


The drill records showed ore at 65 feet yet they struck rich ore between. 30 and 40 
feet with long drifts NE and NW. Either the drill missed these ore bodies or the 
cuttings may not have been panned because the ore was assumed to be lower. 


Log on A2 shows only zinc yet Mr. Wilkins panned out cuttings found by AZ and AC 
and found lead in them. 


HOLE NO. 9 A showed lead 145 to 150 feet. 


HOLE NO. 2 A showed Zinc at 85 to 90 feet and again at 130 to 135 feet. 


HOLE NO 7 A showed shale at 110 to 120 feet. 


Cuttings from NR 6 also show traces even though this hole was undoubtedly drilled 
many years ago. 


HOLE NO. 2 was drilled after an M Scope (ore finding machine) indicated reactions 
but no ore was found.


THE FOLLOWING PAGE INDICATES THE 


APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF ALL DRILL HOLES, 


NOTATIONS ABOUT EACH AND THE LOCATIONS OF 


SHAFTS AND PUMPS, 


THE MAP SHOWS APPROXIMATE LOCATIONS OF 


THE VARIOUS HOLES AND SHAFTS, BUT IS NOT DRAWN 


TO EXACT SCALE AND IS INTENDED ONLY AS A GUIDE. 
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DRILL HOLES ON SW 1/4 OF SE 1/4 ( 39 ACRES) 


NO. 1. 1947 194 FT. W. OF E. LINE 106 FT. NO. OF CHURCH FENCE 
NO. 2. 1947 555 FT, W. OF E. LINE 390 FT. NO. OF SOUTH LINE 
NO. 3. 1947 76 FT. W. OF E. LINE 610FtNA,,oSOUTH LINE 
NO. 4. 1947 105 FT. W. OF E. LINE 103 FT. SO. OF NO. 3 HOLE 
NO. 5. 1947 ABOVE SAND ROCK 
NO. 6. 1947 640 FT. N. OF S. LINE 35 FT. W. OFE. LINE 
NO. 7. 1947 35 FT. W. OF F. LINE 207T. SOUTH OF CHURCH 
NO. 8. 1912 20 FT. W. OF SHAFT - DUMP "B'.


DRILL HOLES ON NO. 3/4 THS. OF E'1/2 OF SW 114 


1A	 2A 3A DRILLED IN 1949 


4A WSA 6A 7A 8A 9A DRILLED IN 1950 


DRILL HOLES VERIFIED BUT NO ACTUAL DRILL RECORDS(MARKED N. R.) 


NR. 1. WOMACK SAID IT WAS DRILLED IN 1907 - 70 FT. TO LIME BAR 
NR. 2. WOMACK AND MINSHALL SAID IT PROBABLY A BOB MC GEE HOLE 
ER. 3. WOMACK SAID HE DRILLED IT IN 1906 ZINC 80 to 95 FT. 
SIR. 4. WOMACK SAID HIT LEAD AT 50 FT. AND 90 FT. 
R. 5. WOMACK AND MINSHALL SAID IT WAS A BOB MC GEE HOLE 
IR. 6. ROBINSON SAID LEAD AT 37 FEET AND 80 FT. 
:'IR. 7. ROBINSON SAID LEAD AT 32 FT. 
.TR. 8. J.MURPHY SAID ZINC AND DRY BONE 60 to 65 FT. 


NUMEROUS OTHER DRILL HOLES HAVE BEEN LOCATED BUT NO INFORMATION 
IS PRESENTLY AVAILABLE ON THEM. 


SHAFTS AND DUMP PILES 


NO. A. WOMACK AND GADDIE SUNK IN 1906 LEAD AT 50 FT. AND 90 FT. 
NO. B. WELLS TOOK OUT LEAD AT 20 FT. - 
NO. C. ROBINSON SAID SHALLOW LEAD 
NO. D. NO INFORMATION 
NO. E. NO INFORMATION 


A B C DUMP PILES ALL SHOW ORE IN DUMPS. 
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 


DEFENSE MINERALS ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON 25, D. C.


41enu617 19 0 1951 


vi 
w'., artma' H. Veruer 
2211 Thor*voo4. Avaziu 
Vi2*tte, UUzois 


My 4SS *'. Verna. 


Reference is i*de to your 1sttr of January 2 oonoern1ig 
Us 11006botims $i., Th&. Station Joplin, Missouri. 


Tbo ftreau of wass report referred to in your letter is 
, pr44nary exsaS.nsWIOO repert for the gtdd*noe of that ngeney in 


se1.4ti1g pr000ts for lnestig&tton sad deve1spent imder its lug 
range program. Tli*se reports are - of a pr.U*v'y nature and we 
*vs3.labi*_ on1 to government agencies. Tley are not pubUsI.d for 
p*blic. rsl.*s, 


it is suggested that you contat . fl*vid GUager, ecu' 
tive Cttio*, b.tue. Minerals Yield Teas, Box	 4cp34n, Missouri 
U you wish to $i mjt an *PT14catim for Goterament assistance  to 
operate the ?oosho*tuø Wine and teal that you require additional 1n" 
t*'aatio 6311ect*d by th• Bureau ef Mines to properly presast an 
applicatien. Bureau of Mines reports are *v*ilsble to the D.ten 
NismrsXs Administration $ud may be used to .uplent the iermation 


may smit. 


Although a general OircUlar, iuh as ycu *entice in the 
postscript, sannot include specific problems of 5ndivt4ual mining 
districts, the water problm In the Tx'i State *inø dietriat is well 
knom. As in many other mining districts the pumping problam In the 
TrI State seriousiy effects oont-nu*d sine production and psee a 
question of the eoonc*le feasibility of reopening flooded areas. The 
pz'oblsa In esob 4i.strct will have to be considered wbm presented w* 
its merits as *'alatad to the overall program to increase mineral pro. 
diaation.


Sincerely yours, 


Administrator 
JEHil1:bsl 
Copy to: Director's Reading File 


.kRErVid Gallagher (Air. Mail) 
H. G. Knickerbocker 
C. H. Johnson 
Minerals Division 
F 1]. e s
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